
Most service providers are now ‘waking up’ to the 
reality that the tradi8onal approach of maintaining 
Network Inventory has the biggest impact on 
automa8on and digital transforma8on.

For nearly all Service Providers, keeping track of what’s 
in the network has become overwhelming, especially 
when you factor in requirements for Service Layer 
inventory and logical config aFribu8on. Aspira8ons 
around Network and Service automa8on, providing 
cross-domain topology and correla8on, Assurance 
automa8ons for test/triage/remedia8on, 
understandings of actual capacity to sell to or grow 
upon, and any related extension of this to an end 
customer for self-serve, are ‘sunk’ if this is dependent 
on manual, sta8c, inaccurate, tradi8onal OSS/Inventory 
plaLorms and approaches. Beyond the impact to 
automa8on as described, the idea of running an 
opera8on where the underlying assets used to drive 
revenue are unknown or wrong - should be 
unthinkable. 

The founda8on to bring Network and System 
Integra8on together in a way that enables ALL of the 
Network-as-a-Service automa8on use cases – is that of 
Real8me Network Discovery of both Resource and 
Service Inventories. This is no trivial task as the 
commitment to this level of automa8on has to account 
for the depth and breadth of a service providers 
network which reflects mul8-vendor, mul8-genera8on, 
and mul8-technology. Across these disparate 
environments, the command-and-control protocols are 
vast and the nature of the communica8ons over these 
protocols are never the same by network element (NE) 
and related SW releases. Integra(on & Automa(on is supported via the following APIs / Protocols:

TL1, CLI, SNMP, MTOSI, REST/JSON, NETCONF/YANG, Flat Files, Custom, 
and more… 

Background…
Static Data, Maintained by Humans    

The Answer…
Realtime Inventory from the As-Is-
Network  (netFLEX Discover)

How is this then accomplished? Discovery Engines are 
required to ‘marry-up’ to all of these disparate network 
elements, technologies, varia8ons of protocol/
communica8on, and OS-versioning. This centrally 
deployed discovery func8on is required for the first NE 
connec8on, but also able to catch any change that 
occurs thereaYer for both physical and logical changes 
to the network and associated services. All of this 
collected data must reside in a datastore that can be 
accessed via an open/extensible interface (API/
Services) to allow other consuming applica8ons to get 
bulk requests as custom-defined, and any related 
changes that occur.

Once accomplished, Real8me (discovered) Inventory 
becomes the founda8on for ‘the Truth’ of what actually 
exists in the network, what is the actual service path 
and topology, the ‘bridge’ between the network and 
consuming applica8ons, and the enabler for 
automa8on that will change the operator and end 
customer experience. 
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netFLEX was architected for end-to-end network and 
service automa8on where real8me (discovered) 
inventory, ac8onable analy8cs, and control automa8on 
were built for SDN abstrac8on to make the 
complexi8es of mul8-vendor and mul8-technology – 
‘all look the same.’ This comprehensive Op8cal Domain 
Controller Framework supports full life-cycle service 
automa8on of legacy and nextgen transport networks. 
netFLEX supports a full complement of network-
health-automa8on leveraging data/analy8cs to 
baseline performance and make it all ‘ac8onable.’

The ul8mate differen8a8on for LightRiver is that we 
par8cipate in the end-2-end engineering, design, lab/
factory commissioning, field install, and network 
management and automa8on of some of the most 
complex, mul8-vendor, technology diverse and largest 
op8cal networks on the planet. This visibility and 
touch, allows us to build advanced automa8ons against 
that which is deployed in the real world vs. that which 
is developed against cap8ve lab environments.
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Simplify, Standardize, Personalize

Programmable Networking

SDN:
Op8cal Domain Control for end-2-end network abstrac8on

Only Multi-Vendor Solution:
That includes discovered inventory, ac8onable analy8cs, & control automa8on

Network FLEXibility:
Across every func8onal area

Programmability:
Of visibility & control, as the operator & customer would define

Digital Experience:
Enablement of UI, API, and program-and-go for every func8onal area

For each functional area, and in total - Industry Best!


